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Rating Action Overview 

 Eneva S.A. (Eneva) is an integrated thermal power generator located in Northeastern Brazil with 

installed capacity of around 2.2 gigawatts (GW). The company’s long-term contracts count on a 

high component related to the availability of its assets, and it is self-sufficient in terms of natural 

gas supply (fuel to run most of its plants). 

 We expect Eneva to report a solid operational performance, with a strong and predictable cash 

flow generation to support its cycle of investments in a new thermal power plant without 

compromising its leverage metrics. 

 On April 22, 2019, S&P Global Ratings assigned its ‘brAAA’ long-term national scale issuer credit 

rating on Eneva. 

 The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the company will report a net debt to EBITDA 

ratio below 3,0x in the following 12 months. 

 

Rating Action Rationale 

The ‘brAAA’ rating reflects our view that Eneva is a strategic power generation group in the Brazilian 

North electrical subsystem, representing around 8% of the region’s capacity. Considering its vertical 

integration due to its gas reserves, the company's thermal power plants, especially the gas-fired ones, are 

overall well positioned in the order of dispatch. We view the Brazilian electrical system’s regulatory 

framework as transparent and favorable. Additionally, Eneva benefits from long-term power purchase 

agreements effective for 13.5 years on average. As a result, a significant share of its revenues (around 

BRL2 billion) derives from the availability of its plants, thereby ensuring strong and predictable cash flows. 
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On the other hand, our rating also reflects Eneva’s limited scale and low geographical diversification. 

Additionally, while its own gas reserves ensure adequate margins, they expose the company to the risk of 

having no alternative sources of this input, as it is not connected to other gas pipelines.  

 

In terms of financial performance, we expect the company to report comfortable credit metrics. In 2016, 

Eneva concluded its reorganization process, which turned it into a new company, thanks to the merger of 

its generation assets with those of Parnaíba Gás Natural, thus enabling vertical integration in the gas 

segment. Eneva’s debt levels also fell, and its former creditors, including Itaú Unibanco S.A. (BB-

/Stable/B, brAAA/Stable/brA-1+) and Banco BTG Pactual S.A. (BB-/Stable/B, brAA+/Stable/brA-1+), 

converted their debt into company shares, consequently becoming its main shareholders, along with 

Cambuhy I Fundo de Investimentos and Uniper (both not rated). 

 

In 2017, Eneva conducted primary and secondary public offerings, whose proceeds were mainly used to 

reduce its indebtedness and improve its capital structure. As a result, it is now expanding its operations, 

which includes the acquisition of the remaining interest in the Pecém II thermal power plant and the 

beginning of the construction of its fifth thermal power plant in the Parnaíba complex, which will have 

installed capacity of 385 MW after investments of around R$ 1.2 billion between 2019 and 2021. Eneva 

has also invested in its gas reserves and more than guaranteed their replenishing, considering the current 

production level of up to 8.4 million cubic meters per day. In this context, we expect the company’s 

leverage to reach a peak, with the debt to EBITDA ratio totaling 3.0x, in 2019 and dropping to below 2.5x 

in the subsequent years. 

 

Outlook 

The stable outlook on the issuer credit rating reflects our expectation that Eneva will continue reporting 

strong and predictable operating cash flows in the next 12 months, which should be enough to support its 

investment cycle, while maintaining its net debt to EBITDA ratio below 3.0x. 

 

Downside scenario 

We could downgrade Eneva in the next 12 months if we take a similar action on the Brazilian sovereign 

rating. We could also lower the company’s rating to ‘brAA+’ if the net debt to EBITDA ratio remains close 

to 4.0x e the FFO to net debt ratio remains below 20%, which could occur in the case of a significant 

downtime in its thermal power plants or of a worse liquidity position. 

 

Upside scenario 

Eneva is currently rated at the highest level on the national scale.  

 

Company Description 

Eneva is an electric power generator with total installed capacity of 2,152 megawatts (MW), of which 

1.427 MW of gas-powered thermal plants - distributed among the Parnaíba I (676 MW), Parnaíba II (519 

MW), Parnaíba III (176 MW) and Parnaíba IV (56 MW) plants, all of which located in the Parnaíba 

complex, in the Brazilian state of Maranhão - and 725 MW of coal-fired thermal plants - distributed 

between the Itaqui (360 MW) and Pecém II (365 MW) plants, located in the states of Maranhão and 

Ceará, respectively. When the Parnaíba V plant becomes operational, therefore closing the Parnaíba I 

cycle after its integration, Eneva’s capacity will total 2,537 MW. 
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The company is self-sufficient in terms of natural gas, with certified own reserves totaling 25 billion cubic 

meters (bcm), of which 21.4 bcm located in the Parnaíba basin (in Maranhão state) and 3.6 bcm in the 

Azulão field (Amazonas state). 

 

Our Base-Case Scenario 

Our base-scenario assumes the following: 

 

 Inflation rate, to which most of Eneva’s contracts and part of its costs are pegged, of 4.12% in 

2019 and 3.80% in 2020; 

 Henry Hub price, to which part of Parnaíba I contract rates are pegged, at US$3,00/million British 

thermal unit (btu); 

 Coal prices of US$95/ton in 2019 and US$85/ton in 2020, which are fully passed through to the 

rates, despite the impact on the energy production costs of coal-fired plants; 

 Average exchange rate of R$3,75/US$1,00 in 2019 and R$3,83/US$1,00 in 2020; 

 Average availability of thermal power plants ranging between 90%-95%, ensuring a fixed 

remuneration of approximately R$2.0 billion per year;  

 Average dispatch rate between 40%-45% in 2019, declining to around 30%-35% in 2020; 

 EBITDA margins remaining at around 50%; 

 Investments of around R$650 million in 2019 and R$1.1 billion in 2020; 

 No dividend distribution in the following years, due to the losses accrued in prior years.  

 

These assumptions result in the following metrics: 

 

 Net revenue of around R$2.7 billion in 2019 and R$2.5 billion in 2020; 

 EBITDA of roughly R$1.4 billion in 2019 and R$1.3 billion in 2020; 

 Net revenue to EBITDA ratio standing at around 2.5x in 2019 and close to 3.0x in 2020, when the 

investments should reach a peak;  

 Funds from operations (FFO) to net debt between 20%-25% in 2019 and 2020. 

 

Liquidity 
We assess Eneva’s liquidity as adequate, reflecting our expectation that the company’s liquidity sources 

over uses will remain above 1.2x in the following 12 months and that net cash sources will remain positive 

even if its EBITDA declines 15%. Our analysis also considers that the company would be able to absorb 

low probability and high impact events in the following two years with no refinancing need, considering it 

has recently refinanced its short-term debt and extended the term of its financial obligations, which 

provides a greater comfort to go through its investment cycle. 

 

Principal Liquidity Sources: 

 

 Cash position (unrestricted) of around R$1.4 billion as of December 2018; 

 FFO after interest and taxes of around R$750 million-R$900 million per year. 

 

Principal Liquidity Uses: 

 

 Short-term debt maturities of about R$300 million as of December 2018; 
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 Annual working capital needs of up to R$150 million; 

 Investments totaling R$650 million in 2019. 

 

Covenants  

Currently, the company has no debt instruments at its holding level subject to covenants with cross-

default clauses that could result in debt acceleration. However, the debt instruments of some of the 

group’s operational subsidiaries are subject to covenants that should be fulfilled with considerable 

headroom. 
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RATING SCORE SNAPSHOT 

ENEVA S.A.  

Issuer Credit Rating  

Brazil National Scale  brAAA/Stable/-- 

  

Business Risk Fair 

Country Risk Moderately High 

Industry Risk Moderate 

Competitive Position Fair  

  

Financial Risk Significant 

Cash Flow/Leverage Significant 

  

  

Modifiers  

               Diversification/Portfolio Effect Neutral 

Capital Structure Neutral  

Liquidity  

Adequate  

Financial Policy Neutral  

Management and Governance Fair  

Comparable Rating Analysis Neutral  
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Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating 

relevant factors, have specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in 

conjunction with such criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further 

information. Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at 

www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating action can be found on S&P Global Ratings' public 

website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left column. 
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 Criteria | Corporates | General: Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments, Apr 01, 2019 

 General Criteria: Methodology For National And Regional Scale Credit Ratings, June 25, 2018 

 Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers, December 

16, 2014 

 Key Credit Factors For The Unregulated Power And Gas Industry, March 28, 2014 

 Corporate Methodology, November 19, 2013  

 Group Rating Methodology, November 19, 2013 

 General Criteria: Methodology: Industry Risk, November 19, 2013 

 Ratings Above The Sovereign--Corporate And Government Ratings: Methodology And 

Assumptions, November 19, 2013 

 Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, November 19, 2013 

 Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate Entities And Insurers, 

November 13, 2012 

 Use Of CreditWatch And Outlooks, September 14, 2009 
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